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OVERVIEW
A growing set of national security concerns regarding critical energy infrastructure pose significant risk
to grid operators, owners and investors. Responsive cybersecurity, or more broadly, digital system flexibility
in the face of malign influence, is critical to the prevention of large-scale system failure, particularly with
respect to high-consequence and exquisite (i.e., sophisticated, expensive, custom, high-performance) energy
systems. A natural dilemma stems from the general applicability constraint of most modern security tools;
ubiquitous software implemented on a wide range of hardware, interconnected through the global
information infrastructure, is by its universal design unable to leverage hardware-specific details for a cyberphysical security solution.
New ideas regarding cyber-physical security are presented; classical physics and engineering design
concepts such as resonances and characterized nonlinearities, along with high-fidelity system models
validated a priori, lay new ground upon which detection and mitigation techniques may tread. In fact, a
feature rendering these ideas unpopular among many theoreticians proves most useful to the practitioner –
that is, solutions to exquisite system problems are less likely to be broadly generalizable, but the designer of
last-line-of-defense systems appreciates the competitive head-start. Dr. Roberson draws from his
engineering expertise, as well as experiences serving as a White House Fellow, on
the Defense Science Board, and as an advisor to the Air Force Chief Scientist, to
examine these ideas.
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